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Dreams for our children: How the world could be
The Garden Room
name is Janelle Peck and my daughter is three and one half.
Hopefully by the year this is read I hope the pollution of the
earth is under control and the drugs and violence has cme to a
complete stop I
Also due to our advancing technology, hope that
there will be more cures for such illnesses like cancer, aides ect.
I also hope the college isn't falling apart 25 years from the date
of this letter, HA HA. Janelle Helen Peck Amanda Reachelle Peck
****X would like to see: a finacially stable society, an accepting
society (NO RACISM), less weapons and more space exploration,
(maybe trips to the moon or other planets.) A woman president and
less emphisis on physical looks.
****A world full of peace, no threats given by us or recieved from
others. Totally blind to peoples difference- A world of acceptance
- no matter how you look or what color your skin is or what yor
offer- you are accepted. A world where walls are not built to keep
people out or in.
****1 would like the world to be free from nuclear weapons, racism,
descrimination and pollution. I would like it to be a world where
no child would ever know first hand what its like to be a victim
of a crime, in other words - crimes on children would be something
that only happened "back in the olden days."
****1 would like
to see a world of equality for all colors,
sexes... and ideas. A world with more concern for people and the
planet than the almighty dollar. A world where the abnormal is
accepted for the actual normal that it represents. A world with
driverless cars for the freeways. 3-D television would be really
cool too.
****1 would like to see a world that is full of respect. Respect
for ourselves, that we may live free of harmful addictions and
habits. Respect for others, that we may live together peacefully.
Respect for living plants and animals, that we may learm to nurture
and love unconditionally. Respect for our enviroraent, that we may
live in harmony with our Earth, not destroying it in our haste and
waste.
****A world full of harmony. Where everyone is living peacefully
with each other. A world in which my daughter can walk out her
door and feel safe about. I would also like to see it as a place
everyone got along with each other no matter what their race or
color is.
****In 25 years from now the date will be October 22, 2017. I hope
that people are around the world are at world peace. I hope that
discrimination will be a word in the past. I hope that my child
will be able to walk the streets without being scared. I hope that
now people have finally figured out to live with one another in
peace. To really know how to love the neighbor and most important
to Love themselves.
****In 25 years I would like to see an environmentally conscious
world. A world in which companies must make moral deasions for the
products they want to creat. " Will this product pollute, damage

or hurt the consumer?" I want a political system that is truly run
by the people and not by major corporations and special interst
groups.
I want a world composed of people that not only have
intellect, but the wisdom meeded to live together peacefully. More
people will have a spiritual nature ( not religous for man made
religons have divided us too often,) but a sensing of who we are
and our purpose in life. And with that purpose, I hope this world
will be full of true love for each other.
****1 hope that equality is in 25 years not just an idea but a
reality. That the violence we commit on each other ( the hyman
race) is if not abolished at least a rare act. Most importanly
that the people of the United States remain free to pursue
happiness without government intervention.
****1 want the world to be least complicated for my child. I want
it to be easier to live in; for example low cost in living. Not
just living but everything. I know the college today is cheaper
than it will be in the future. I want the world to be safe for
my daughter.
I want the world to know about the deadly desease
"Aids." I want the world to be more friendly and kind.
****A world where people are more enviromentally aware. Where they
can swimm in clean water and walk on clean streets, a world where
yor can walk at night or alone and not fear being assaulted. Where
people care more about people.
Less materialistic.
Less
competetive.
****A world where there are no rich or poor people. A world with
equality.
A world where everyone is accepted: Black and white,
wemen and men, homosexuals and heterosexuals, young and old.
A
world of freedom. A world where the enviroment is valued and cared
for. An ecologically sound world. A world where we use problem
solving methods baced on communitation not violance. A world at
peace. Mark Weiss
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